
Safety Management Plan -SMP
Carrier’s Legal name: PNW Moving & Delivery
USDOT: 2919585
Point of Contact: Dmitriy Satir, Owner

Violation #1: Primary: WAC 480-15-550- Operating a commercial motor vehicle without having
adequate cargo insurance coverage.

March 14th 2023 PNW moving wasn't able to make a payment on time to progressive to keep
the insurance policy that included all the trucks that we leased from enterprise. As known in the
moving industry the winters are really hard. This put us a hard time of trying to get insurance
policy in place we reached out to multiple agents no one would help except Andrew Choruby
with Anchor Insurance and Surety, Inc he was only able to find insurance thru prime insurance
the insurance policy was not on the preferred vendor list of washington state I didn't know at that
time of paying down payment for the insurance policy which was twice as much as the last
policy with progressive. On June 15th 2023 Insurance fillings was accepted by Washington
state. One of the discussions that I had from the beginning with Andrew Choruby was to look
over the policy in 6 months to find a much more competitive company for all the trucks that PNW
leased. We weren't able to find any provider that could give us the policy. I Dmitriy have dropped
the ball not having the finances to make payments to progressive, please understand this is not
an excuse. I am a young business owner who is also trying to work hard to provide work for the
team and provide for my growing family. This has been hard with the growing cost of everything
but we are still pushing ahead. I permitted my company to still compleat moves because if
hadednt we would have had to let go of all the team and financially not recover.

I have have new cargo insurance policy with Berkshire Hathaway that has started on April 24th
2024 it includes truck 4,5,7, As this is the trucks we have at the moment. When and if we add
any additional trucks to our fleet we will notify Andrew Choruby with Anchor Insurance and
Surety, Inc to include additional trucks in the insurance policy to be compliant to compleat
moves in Washington.

The business will work on always paying the insurance on time this will make sure that we don't
lose coverage as well as get favorable options when we seek to renew the insurance policy as
well as add any additional trucks we lease or buy. If we lose our insurance we will stop our
operations intel we get insurance back. In the meantime we will find moving companies for our
customers that have booked with us that way the moves are serviced.
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Violation #2 :Primary: 387.7(a) Secondary: WAC 480-15-530 Operating a motor vehicle without
having in effect the required minimum levels of financial responsibility coverage.

March 14th 2023 PNW moving wasn't able to make a payment on time to progressive to keep
the insurance policy that included all the trucks that we leased from enterprise. As known in the
moving industry the winters are really hard. This put us a hard time of trying to get insurance
policy in place we reached out to multiple agents no one would help except Andrew Choruby
with Anchor Insurance and Surety, Inc he was only able to find insurance thru prime insurance
the insurance policy was not on the preferred vendor list of washington state I didn't know at that
time of paying down payment for the insurance policy which was twice as much as the last
policy with progressive. On June 15th 2023 Insurance fillings was accepted by Washington
state. One of the discussions that I had from the beginning with Andrew Choruby was to look
over the policy in 6 months to find a much more competitive company for all the trucks that PNW
leased. We weren't able to find any provider that could give us the policy. I Dmitriy have dropped
the ball not having the finances to make payments to progressive, please understand this is not
an excuse. I am a young business owner who is also trying to work hard to provide work for the
team and provide for my growing family. This has been hard with the growing cost of everything
but we are still pushing ahead. I permitted my company to still compleat moves because if
hadednt we would have had to let go of all the team and financially not recover. Prime was
25,000 for a single truck if we added additional 2 trucks they requested another 40,000 I or the
business was not in position to pay that.

I have have new coverage insurance policy with Berkshire Hathaway that has started on April
24th 2024 it includes truck 4,5,7, As this is the truck we have at the moment. When and if we
add any additional trucks to our fleet we will notify Andrew Choruby with Anchor Insurance and
Surety, Inc to include additional trucks in the insurance policy to be compliant to complete
moves in Washington.

The business will stop pursuing growth for the short term. This will insure the policy with
Berkshire Hathaway is active as this has been budgeted for operating 3 trucks for the year. If we
lose our insurance we will stop our operations until we get insurance back. In the meantime we
will find moving companies for our customers that have booked with us that way the moves are
serviced.









Violation #3: Primary: 480-15-555 (1) Failure to complete a criminal background check for every
person the carrier intends to hire.



The company has permitted this to happen because we didn't stick to hiring process that was
previously laid by Dmitriy. When hiring from the community i didn't stick to the process that was
laid out. This included Nazar Feseuko, Dennis Zhuk, Nevaeh Snell. As for Brian Johnson and
Ryan Wisenbaugh, they originally started to work with us in 2022. I did complete background
check on them, at the beginning of 2023 they left and then came back. I wasn't aware I needed
to do background checks on the rehired team members.

Effective immediately I will be running background checks on any team members I intent to hire.
It doesn't matter if they come from the community or are coming back to the team.I have been
doing this through Clear checks i have attached a screenshot of this. Showing background
checks have been issued to people we intend to hire as well as to Ryan and Brian. The other
Nazar Feseuko, Dennis Zhuk, Nevaeh Snell have not worked with us for over 6 months. The
only reason I issued a background check to Nazar is because he is on talking terms with me.

The company will do background checks on all rehires as well as anyone from my community
that It intends to hire. The background checks will be issued and reviewed by Dmitriy Satir.













Violation #4: Primary: 395.8(a)(1) Failing to require a driver to prepare a record of duty status
using the appropriate method.

I permitted this to happen by not understanding correctly when RODs need to be completed
when there are over 150 air miles moved. As well as Dmitriy Satir being under constant stress I
wasn't accountable/responsible to clock in and out when this is required for me to operate on
truck on the road. I understand and will keep work hours.

I have trained my self and Roman to instrucks drivers to fill out RODs when there's a move
that's over 150 air miles. I (Dmitriy S) will be coming of the truck because I can't handle the
stress of facilitating a move as well as running the company. Roman and Dmitriy will use clock in
as the other drivers due which is on the clock If the commission permits I will send in the Time
cards for the next 3 months. They will be sent on the last Friday of the month. We will schedule
a training day for drivers on May 6th 2024.

We will have an on the clock app for the drivers as well as ROD forums(as attached) for long
distance moves. As well as a reminder every month on the first Monday of the month driver
training.













Violation #5: Primary: 390.15(b) Failing to maintain, for a period of three years after an accident
occurs, an accident register.

This was permitted because we didn't have a plan or documentation that the driver had to fill out
after the accident.

I have made a form that the driver will have to fill out as well as we will train new drivers on what
to do when involved in an accident. As well as recorded the incident on June 23,2023 and filled
it into a truck file.

We will require drivers to fill out a forum and bring any documentation within 24 hours of the
accident. We will store it in the company office for 3 years.









Violation #6:Primary: 390.19(b)(2) Failing to file the appropriate form under 390.19(a)
(MCS-150, 150B, or 150C) each 24 months according to the schedule.



I permitted this to happen by not going every year to update MCS-150 every year, Tracy Cobile
explained to me that I need to complete it every time there is a major change in the business
like address or trucks or drivers as well i use primarily chrome browser and it wouldn't let me
complete it ( I did speak with Tracy Cobile and she did mention its a issue she sees often)
Whenever i went in to update MCS it wouldn't let me so i would end up giving up on it. I also did
have it scheduled for May 2nd 2024.

I have been trying to complete it through the online portal since the day of the investigation. I will
call technical support to get help from them as this is not letting me complete it. I was able to
complete it on April 24th on a safari browser not on chrome. I will make a note in the future to
always try different browsers as well as call technical support.

I will schedule to complete it every year instead of every two as i previously had it.



Violation #7:Primary: 391.21(a) Using a driver who has not completed and furnished an
employment application.

I Permitted this to happen by not diligently checking the employment application on the drivers
that I had any empty spots as well as anything that did not apply to the team member mark it as
N/a with them. I also didn't stick to the checklist that i created from the previous Safety
management plan.

I have corrected their employment application with them.



For any additional drivers I will complete it with them when they turn their application forum. I will
use the Driver file checklist that was created for compliance.







Violation #8:Primary: 391.23(a)(1) Failing to investigate driver's background/motor vehicle
record within 30 days of hire.

I didn't handle rehires or someone who was moving up in the company as a new hire and did
not complete the driving record history request.

I have been requesting the driving record of all potential drivers at the time of interview. This will
make sure I don't forget to do it within 30 days of hiring.

This will be a standard practice when interviewing a potential driver.



Violation #9: Primary: 391.23(a)(2) Failing to investigate driver's performance history with
Department of Transportation regulated employers during the preceding three years.

We permitted this to happen because I didn't train myself to do this every time we hired
someone.

I have made a sop for me to follow at the same time as requesting a driver history from the
state. As well as investigated the drivers in their previous employment.

SOP was created and will be followed for drivers that had previous driving experience.







Investigated Marcus and he didn't previously drive for the other moving companies he was just
mover/helper.

Ryan W



Brian J



Violation #10:Primary: 391.51(b)(5) Failing to maintain record of annual review in driver's
qualification file.











Violation #12: Primary: 391.51(b)(4) Failing to maintain the responses of each State agency to
the annual driver record inquiry required by 391.25(a).











Violation #13:Primary: 392.16(b) Operating a commercial motor vehicle not in accordance with
the laws, ordinances, and regulations of the jurisdiction in which it is being operated - Unsafe
Driving.

Even though we remind the team of safe driving, the team still forgets sometimes to buckle up.

I have put seatbelt stickers into the truck to remind driver and passengers to buckle up. As well
as talk to the team on safe driving practices. Also we have it Transportation Employee Safety
Manual PNW Moving. We also implemented a 3 violation strike for all the drivers.

We will continue talking to the team about buckling up and require drivers to make sure
everyone is safe. As well as have Transportation Employee Safety Manual PNW Moving signed
by all drivers letting them know they are extension of management when they are on the road.
Implemented a 3 strike policy as this will also help us keep our cost of insurance down.











Violation #14:Primary: 396.3(b) Failing to keep minimum records of inspection and vehicle
maintenance.

The truck was planned to be rented for a just couple days but we had kepts it longer than we
originally intended to do, Because of that I didn't start record for the truck 2020 Isuzu Unit 6



From now on if the company has a truck for more then 2 weeks we will start a maintenance
record to make sure we are in compliance. In the immediate i am not able to correct it
immediately as we only have 3 trucks and the one that was in violation is not leased at the
moment.

Dmitriy S Will train Roman maintain record of any additional trucks into Google sheet as well as
creat a template to follow.



Violation #15: Primary: 396.9(d)(3) Failing to maintain completed inspection form for 12 months
from the date of inspection at the carrier's principal place of business (PPOB) or where vehicle
is housed.



I permitted this to occur because i didn't train the team on proper way to handle a stop, As well
as turning in the documentation to be on file for 12 months after the inspections.

I wrote up a training SOP that all the drivers will be trained on as well as shown what to do. As
well as scheduled a morning meeting for May 6th 2024 to go over stops as well as safe driving.
We also gave print out for them to look over this on their time. As for new drivers they will be
required to go through our SOPs as well as Transportation Employee Safety Manual PNW
Moving wich includes inspections.

The company will train drivers on the first Monday of every month on requirements when they
complete an inspection. As well make sure each driver has Transportation Employee Safety
Manual PNW Moving.

Driver meeting template











Violation #16:Primary: RCW 81.80.075(1) Household goods carrier operating in and engaging in
business as a household goods carrier in commerce without a valid permit issued by the
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC).

The company operated moves while it didn't have a valid permit, as we are a small business
every move we can book we service as this is the only income for the business owner as well as
the team. I worked hard to get insurance in place. We had it in place before June 15th but
because Prime insurance is not on the vendor list we had to have a request sent in. If I hadn't
continued working we would have had to close our doors and not recover from it. Running a
business and providing for the family as well as their teams is very hard in good times and we
had to do this in the bad time of business as well.

The business does have an active permit to facilitate moves in the state of Washington.

The business will work on having a permit at all times of doing household moves If something
changes we will stop our operations intel we get active permit back. In the meantime we will find
moving companies for our customers that have booked with us that way the moves are
serviced.



I Dmitriy Satir will follow all operations within federal and state regulations and the carrier's
operation currently meets the safety standard required for my company to keep delivering great
move experience to the community. I will also train my team to meet the requirements. If they do
not comply I will have to move them down to helper or part ways with them.

Dmitriy Satir
April 30, 2024 12:31 pm



My name is Dmitriy Satir, and as the owner and operator of my business, I am dedicated to
creating and maintaining a compliant and successful company. Over the past few years, I have
encountered numerous challenges, ranging from legal issues to orchestrating complex
operational transitions within the team.

These experiences have not been easy, and I sincerely request your understanding and support
as I continue to strive towards full compliance and excellence in every aspect of my business.
Each day, I am committed to improving, learning, and growing stronger as a business leader.

Despite the difficulties, I have never shied away from a challenge. Even in moments when I felt
overwhelmed, the choice to move forward and not give up has been a defining aspect of my
journey. I am determined to continue this path of resilience and dedication to show my sons to
keep pushing through all the hard days. I might not have much money to give them all the stuff
but I will show them hardwork.

Thank you for your patience and trust as I work diligently to ensure our operations are
compliant.

Dmitriy Satir

____________________




